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Imputation for nonmonotone nonresponse
in the survey of industrial research and development
Jun Shao, Martin Klein and Jing Xu 1
Abstract
Nonresponse in longitudinal studies often occurs in a nonmonotone pattern. In the Survey of I ndustrial Research and
Development (SIRD), it is reason able to assume that the nonresponse mechanism is past-value-dependent in the sen se that
the response propensity of a study variable at time point t depends on response status and observed or missing values of the
same variable at time points prior to t. Since this nonresponse is nonignorable, the parametric likelihood approach is
sensitive to the specification of parametric models on both the joint distribution of variables at different time points and the
nonresponse mechanism. The n onmonotone nonresponse also limits the applic ation of inve rse propensity weighting
methods. By discarding all ob served data fro m a subject afte r its first missing value, one can create a datas et with a
monotone ignorable nonresponse and then appl y established methods for ign orable nonresponse. However, di scarding
observed data i s not desira ble and it may result in ineffici ent estimators when many observed data are dis carded. We
propose to i mpute nonrespondents through regression under imputation models carefully created under the pa st-valuedependent nonresponse mechanism. This method does not require any parametric model on the joi nt distribution of the
variables across time points or t he nonresponse mechanism. Performance of the e stimated means based on the p roposed
imputation method is investigated through some simulation studies and empirical analysis of the SIRD data.
Key Words: Bootstrap; Imputation model; Kernel regression; Missing not at random; Longitudinal study; Past-valuedependent.

1. Introduction
Longitudinal studies, in which data are collected from
every sampled subject at multiple time points, are very
common in research areas such as m edicine, population
health, economics, social sciences, and sample surveys. The
statistical analysis in a sample survey typically aims to
estimate or make inference on the mean of a study variable
at each time point. Nonresponse or missing data in the study
variable is a serious impediment to performing a valid
statistical analysis, because the response propensity (PSI)
may directly or indirectly dep end on the value of the study
variable. Nonresponse is monotone if, whenever a value is
missing at a time point t , all future values at s > t are
missing. We focus on nonm onotone nonresponse, which
often occurs in longitudinal surveys. In the Survey of Industrial Research and Development (SIRD) conducted jointly
by the U.S. Census Bureau and the U.S. National Science
Foundation (NSF), fo r example, a bu siness may be a
nonrespondent on research and development expenditures at
year t  1 but a respondent at year t. For ease we refer to
SIRD in the present tense throughout, but we note that as of
2008, it has b een replaced by the Business R&D and
Innovation Survey.
Some existing methods for handling nonmonotone nonresponse can be briefly described as follows. The parametric
approach assumes parametric models for both the PSI and

the joint distribution of the study variable across time points
(e.g., Troxel, Harrington and Lipsitz 1998, Troxel, Lip sitz
and Harrington 1998). The validity of the parametric approach, however, depends on whether parametric models
are correctly specified. Vansteelandt, Rotnitzky and Robins
(2007) proposed some methods under so me models of the
PSI at time t conditional on observed past data. Xu, Shao,
Palta and Wang (2008) derived an imputation procedure
under the assumptions that (i) the PSI at t depends only on
values of the study variable at time t  1 and (ii) the study
variables over different time points is a M arkov chain.
Another approach, which will be referred to as censoring, is
to create a dataset with “mono tone nonresponse” by discarding all observ ed values of the study variable from a
sampled subject after its first missing value. Methods appropriate for monotone nonresponse (e.g., Diggle and
Kenward 1994, Robins and Rotnitzky 1995, Paik 1997) can
then be appl ied to the reduced dataset. This app roach may
be inefficient when many observed data are discarded.
Furthermore, in practical applications it is not desirable to
throw away observed data.
The purpose of this ar ticle is to propose an imputation
method for longitudinal data with nonmonotone nonresponse under the past-value-dependent PSI assumption described by Little (1995): at a time point t , the nonresponse
propensity depends on values of the study variable at time
points prior to t. This assumption on the PSI is weaker than

1. Jun Shao, Depart ment of Statistics, Un iversity of W isconsin, Madison, WI 53706. E- mail: shao@stat.wisc.edu; Martin Klei n, Center for Statistical
Research and Methodology, U.S. Census Bureau, Washington, D.C. 20233; Jing Xu, Department of Statistics, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
53706.
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that in Xu et al. (2008) and is different from those in
Vansteelandt et al. (2007). We consider imputation which
does not require building a model for the PSI. Imputation is
commonly used to compensate for missing values in survey
problems (Kalton and Kasprzyk 1986). Once all m issing
values are imputed, estimates of parameters are computed
using the estimated means for complete data by treating
imputed values as observations. The proposed imputation
and estimation methodology, including a bootstrap method
for variance estimation, is introduced in Section 2. To
examine the finite sample performance of t he proposed
method, we present some simulation results in Section 3.
We also include an application of the proposed method to
the SIRD. The last section contains some concluding
remarks.

2. Methodology
We consider the model-assisted approach for survey data
sampled from a finite population P. We assume that the
population P is divided into a fixed number of imputation
classes, which are typically unions of some strata. Within
each imputation class, the study variable from a population
unit follows a superpopulation. Let yt be the study variable
at time point t , t = 1, ..., T , y = ( y1, ..., yT ), t be the indicator of whether yt is observed, and  = (1, ..., T ). Since
imputation is carried out independently within each imputation class, for simplicity of notation we assume in this section that there is only a single imputation class.
Throughout this paper, we consider nonmonotone nonresponse and assume that there is no nonresponse at baseline
t = 1. The PSI is past-value-dependent if
P ( t = 1 | y, 1,...,  t 1,  t 1,..., T )
= P ( t = 1 | y1,..., yt 1, 1,...,  t 1 ), t = 2,..., T , (1)

where P is with respect to the superpopulation. When nonresponse is monotone, the p ast-value-dependent PSI becomes ignorable (Little and Rubin 2002), since we either
observe all past values o r know with certainty th at yt is
missing if it is missing at t  1, and an imputation method
using linear regression proposed by Paik (1997) can b e
used. When nonresponse is nonmonotone, however, the
past-value-dependent PSI is nonignorable because the
response indicator at time t is statistically dependent upon
previous values of t he study variable, some of w hich may
not be observed. In this case Paik’s method does not apply.
2.1 Imputation for subjects whose first missing
is at t
Let t > 1 be a fixed time point and r  1 be the time
point at which the first m issing value of y occurs. When
r  1 = t , i.e., a subject whose first missing value is at t ,
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X

our proposed imputation procedure is the same as th at for
the case o f monotone nonresponse (Paik 1997). However,
we still need to provide a justification since we have a
different PSI. It is sho wn in the Appendix that, under assumption (1),
E ( yt y1,..., yt 1, 1 =  =  t 1 = 1,  t = 0)
 E ( yt | y1,..., yt 1, 1 =  =  t 1 = 1,  t = 1) t = 2,..., T , (2)

where E is the e xpectation with respect to the superpopulation. Denote the quan tity on the first line o f (2) by
t, t 1 ( y1, ..., yt 1 ), which is the conditional expectation of a
missing yt given observed y1, ..., yt 1. If t, t 1 is known,
then a natural imputed value for yt is t, t 1 ( y1, ..., yt 1 ).
However, t, t 1 is usually unknown. Since t, t 1 cannot be
estimated by regressing yt on y1, ..., yt 1 based on data
from subjects with missing yt values, we need to use (2),
i.e., the fact that t, t 1 is the same as the quantity on the
second line of (2), which is the conditional expectation of an
observed yt given observed y1, ..., yt 1 and can be estimated by regressing yt on y1, ..., yt 1, using data from all
subjects having observed yt and observed y1, ..., yt 1. Note
that (2) is a counterpart of (5) in Xu et al. (2008) under the
last-value-dependent assumption, which is stronger than the
past-value-dependent assumption (1). Under a stronger
assumption, we ar e able to utilize more data in regression
fitting.
Suppose that a sam ple S is selected from P according
to a given probability sampling plan. For each i  S ,
 i = (i1, ..., iT ) is observed, the study variable yit with
it = 1 is observed, and yit with it = 0 is not ob served,
t = 1, ..., T . With respect to the superpopulation, (y i ,  i )
has the same distribution as (y, ) and (y i ,  i )’s are
independent, where y i = ( yi1, ..., yiT ). For t = 2, ..., T ,
let ˆ t, t 1 be the regression estimator of t, t 1 based on
observations with i1 =  = i (t 1) = 1. A missing yit
with observed yi1, ..., yi (t 1) is then imputed by y it =
ˆ t, t 1 ( yi1, ..., yi (t 1) ).
To illustrate, we consider the case of t = 3 or 4. The
horizontal direction in Table 1 corresponds to time points
and the vertical direction corresponds to different m issing
patterns, where each pattern is represented by a vector of 0’s
and 1’s with 0 indicating a missing value and 1 indicating an
observed value. For t = 3 and r = 2, as the first of the two
steps, we consider missing data at time 3 with first missing
at time 3, i.e., pattern (1,1,0). According to imputation
model (2), we fit a regression using data in pattern (1,1,1)
indicated by  (used as predictors) and  (used as
responses). Then, imputed values (indicated by ) are
obtained from the fitted regression using data indicated by
 as pr edictors. For t = 4 and r = 3, imputation in
pattern (1,1,1,0) can be similarly done using data in pattern
(1,1,1,1) for regression fitting.
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Table 1
Illustration of imputation process
Step 1: r = 2, t = 3

Step 2: r = 1, t = 3
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Step 1: r = 3, t = 4

Step 2: r = 2, t = 4
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Step 3: r = 1, t = 4
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(1,0,0,0)
(1,1,0,0)
(1,1,1,0)



(1,0,1,0)

2

Time

3
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(1,0,0,1)
(1,1,0,1)
(1,0,1,1)
(1,1,1,1)









 : observed data used in regression fitting as predictors.
 : observed data used in regression fitting as responses.
 : imputed data used in regression fitting as responses.
 : observed data used as predictors in imputation.
 : imputed values.

What type of re gression we can fit to obtain y it ? It is
shown in the Appendix that, if (1) h olds and E ( yt y1, ...,
yt 1 ) is linear in y1, ..., yt 1 for any t in the case of no
nonresponse, then
E ( yt y1, ..., yt 1, 1 =  =  t 1 = 1)
is linear in y1, ..., yt 1 (3)

and, hence, linear regression under the model-assisted approach can be used to estimate t, t 1. If E ( yt y1, ..., yt 1 )
is not linear, one of the methods described in Section 2.3
can be applied.
2.2 Imputation for subjects whose first missing is
at r  1 < t
Imputation for a su bject whose first missing value is at
time r  1 < t is more complicated and very different from
that for the case of monotone nonresponse. This is because
when r  1 < t and nonresponse is monotone,

E ( yt y1, ..., yr , 1 =  =  r = 1, t = 0)
 E ( yt | y1, ..., yr , 1 =  =  r = 1, t = 1)
r = 1, ..., t  2, t = 2, ..., T , (4)
whereas (4) does not hold when nonresponse is nonmonotone (see the proof in the Appendix). Hence, we need
to construct different models for subjects whose first missing value is at r  1 < t. It is sho wn in the Appendix that,
when r  1 < t ,

E ( yt y1, ..., yr , 1 =  =  r = 1,  r 1 = 0, t = 0)
 E ( yt | y1, ..., yr , 1 =  =  r = 1,  r 1 = 1, t = 0)
r = 1, ..., t  2, t = 2, ..., T . (5)
We now explain how to use (5) to impute missing values at
a fixed time point t. Let t, r ( y1,..., yr ) be the quantity on
the first line of (5). If t, r is known, then yt can be imputed
by t, r ( y1,..., yr ). Otherwise, it needs to be estimated based
on (5). Unlike in model (2) or (4), the conditional expectation on the second line of (5) is conditional on a missing
yt (t = 0), although y1, ..., yr are observed. If we carry
out imputation sequentially according to r = t  1, t 
2, ..., 1, then, for a given r < t  1, the missing yt values
from subjects whose first missing is a t time point r  2
have already been imputed using the method in this section
or Section 2.1. We can fit a regression between imputed yt
and observed y1, ..., yr using data from all subjects having
already imputed yt (used as responses), observed y1, ..., yr
(used as predictors), and  r 1 = 1. Once an estimator ˆ t, r is
obtained, a missing yit with first missing at r  1 is then
imputed by y it = ˆ t, r ( yi1, ..., yir ).
Consider again the case of t = 3 or 4 an d Table 1.
Following the first step for t = 3 discussed in Section 2.1,
at the second step, we impute missing values with r = 1 in
pattern (1,0,0). According to imputation model (5), we fit a
regression using data in pattern (1,1,0) indicated by  (used
as predictors) and  (previously imputed values used as
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X
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responses). Then, imputed values (indicated by ) are
obtained from the fitted regression using data indicated by
 as predictors. For t = 4, following the first step discussed in Section 2.1, at the second step (r = 2) we fit a
regression using data in pattern (1,1,1,0) indicated by 
(used as pr edictors) and  (previously imputed values
used as responses). Then, imputed values (indicated by )
at t = 4 in pattern (1,1,0,0) are obtained from the fitted
regression using data indicated by  as predictors. At step 3
for t = 4, we fit a regression using data in patterns (1,1,0,0)
and (1,1,1,0) indicated by  (used as predictors) and 
(previously imputed values used as responses). Then,
imputed values (indicated by ) at t = 4 in patterns
(1,0,0,0) and (1,0,1,0) are obtained from the fitted regression
using data indicated by  as predictors.
Although at tim e t , imputation has t o be c arried out
sequentially as r = t  1, ..., 1, imputation for different
time points can be done in any order. This can be seen from
the illustration given by Table 1, where the imputed values
at t = 3 are not involved in the imputation process at t = 4
or vice versa, although some observed data will be repeatedly used i n regression fitting. When data come
according to time, it is natural to impute nonrespondents in
the order t = 2, ..., T.
Why can we use previously imputed values as responses
in the estimation of the regression function t, r when
r < t  1? For g iven t and r < t  1, a pr eviously imputed value with first missing at s  1 > r  1 is an estimator of
y t = E ( yt | y1,..., y s , 1 =  =  s = 1,  s 1 = 0,  t = 0)
= E ( yt | y1,..., y s , 1 =  =  s 1 = 1,  t = 0).

By the property of conditional expectation and (5),
E [ E ( yt y1,..., y s , 1 =  =  s 1 = 1,  t = 0)
y1 ,..., yr , 1 =  =  r 1 = 1,  t = 0]
= E ( yt | y1,..., yr , 1 =  =  r 1 = 1,  t = 0)
= E ( yt | y1,..., yr , 1 =  =  r = 1,  r 1 = 0,  t = 0). (6)

This means that yt and y t have the sam e conditional
expectation, given y1,..., yr , 1 =  =  r = 1,  r 1 = 0, t =
0. Therefore, using previously imputed values as responses
in regression produces a valid estimator of t, r. Note that
previously imputed values should not be used as predictors
in regression, as eq uation (6) does not hold if some of
y1,..., ys are imputed values.
Although all observed data at any time t are used for the
estimation of E ( yt ), some but not all observed data at time
< t are utilized in imputation to avoid biases under
nonignorable nonresponse. This is different in the ignorable
nonresponse case, where typically all past observed data can
be used in regression imputation.
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X

2.3 Regression for imputation
The conditional expectations in (5) depend not only on
the distribution of y , but also on the PSI. Even if E ( yt
y1,..., yt 1 ) is linear, conditional expectations in (5) are not
necessarily linear, which is different from the c ase of
r  1 = t considered in Section 2.1. An e xample is given
by result (10) in the Appendix.
When we do not have a suit able parametric model for
t, r , the nonparametric kernel regression method given in
Cheng (1994) may be applied to obtain ˆ t, r. Since the
regressor ( yi1,..., yir ) is multivariate when r  2, however,
kernel regression has a large variability unless the nu mber
of sampled subjects in the category defined by  i1 =  =
i ( r 1) = 1 is very large. This issue is commonly referred to
as the curse of dimensionality.
Thus, we consider the following alternatives under the
additional assumption that the dependen ce of t on
y1,..., yt 1 is t hrough a linear combination of y1,..., yt 1.
That is,
 t 1  ,..., 

P ( t = 1 | y1,..., yt 1, 1,...,  t 1 ) =     l 1 t 1 yl  , (7)
 l =1

 ,..., 

where  l 1 t 1, l = 1, ..., t  1, are unknown parameters
depending on 1, ..., t 1 and  is an unknown function
with range [0, 1]. Under (7), it is shown in the Appendix
that
E ( yt z r , 1 =  =  r = 1,  r 1 = 0,  t = 0)
 E ( yt z r , 1 =  =  r = 1,  r 1 = 1,  t = 0)
r = 1,..., t  2, t = 2,..., T , (8)
 ,..., 

where z r =  lr=1  r, l yl and  r, l =  l 1 r with 1 =  =
 r = 1. Hence, to impute nonrespondents, we can condition
on the linear combination zr and use (8), instead of
conditioning on y1, ..., yr and using (5).
Let  t, r ( z r ) be the function defined on the second line
of (8). Note that  t, r is not necessary the same as t, r. If
there is a str ong linear relationship between yt and y1, ...,
yr , then  t, r may be approximately linear so that we can
ˆ t, r. In theory,
fit a linear regression to obtain an estimator 
this method is biased when t, r is not linear. If  r =
(  r, 1, ...,  r, r ) is kno wn, then we can apply a on e-dimenˆ t, r , using
sional kernel regression to obtain an estimator 
the one-dimensional index zr. Since  r is unknown, we
ˆ t, r by
first need to estimate it by ˆ r and then obtain 
applying the one-dimensional kernel regression with  r
replaced by ˆ r. For example, the sliced inverse regression
(Duan and Li 1991) can be applied to obtain ˆ r. However,
this type of nonparametric method may be inefficient. If
there is a strong linear relationship between yt and
y1, ..., yr , we may apply linear regression to obtain ˆ r. In
any case, we use yi1, ..., yir with i1 =  = i ( r 1) = 1 as
predictors and imputed yit values as responses in any type
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ˆ t, r and ˆ r = ( ˆ r,1,..., ˆ r, r ) are
of regression fitting. After 
obtained, a missing yit is im puted by y it = ˆ t, r ( ˆ r,1 yi1 
  ˆ r, r yir ).
We refer to the method of simply applying linear
regression as the linear reg ression imputation method, and
the method of applying kernel regression to the index zr as
the one-dimensional index kernel regression imputation
method. An advantage of one-dimensional index kernel
regression imputation over kernel regression imputation is
that only a one-dimensional kernel regression is applied and,
thus, it avoids the curse of dimensionality and has smaller
variability.
These methods can also be applied to the case o f
r = t  1 if E ( yt y1, ..., yt 1 ) is not linear.
In theory, estimators such as the estimated means based
on kernel regression or one-dimensional index kernel regression imputation are asy mptotically unbiased, bu t they
may not be better than those based on linear regression
imputation when the number of sampled subjects in each
(t, r ) category is not very large. The p erformances of the
estimated means based on li near regression, kernel regression, and one-dimensional index kernel regression imputation are examined by simulation in Section 3.
2.4 Estimation
We consider the estimation of the finite popu lation total
or the mean of yt at each fixed t , which is often the main
purpose of a survey study. At any t , let y it = yit when
it = 1 and yit be the im puted value using one of the
methods in Section 2 when  it = 0. The finite population
total and the mean of yt can be estimated by
Yˆt =

 wi y it
i S

and

Yt =

 wi y it  wi , (9)
i S

i S

respectively, where wi is th e survey weight con structed
such that, in the case of no nonresponse, Yˆt is an unbiased
estimator of the finite population total at time t with respect
to the probability sampling. The superpopulation mean of
yt can also be estimated by Yt. Note that iS wi is an
unbiased estimator of the finite population size N and, for
some simple sampling designs, it is exactly equal to N.
The survey weights should also be used in the regression
fitting for imputation. Under the same conditions given in
Cheng (1994), Yˆt or Yt based on kernel regression or onedimensional index kernel regression imputation is consistent
and asymptotically normal as the sample size increases to
. The required conditions and proofs can be found in Xu
(2007).
If we ap ply the lin ear regression imputation method as
discussed in Section 2.3, then the resulting estimated mean
at t may be asymptotically biased. This bias is small if the
function  t, r can be well approximated by a linear function
in the range of the data values. On the other hand, kernel or

one-dimensional index kernel regression imputation may
require a much larger sample size than that for linear regression imputation. Hence, the overall performance of the
estimated mean based on linear regression imputation may
still be better, as indicated by the simulation results in
Section 3.
2.5 Variance estimation
For assessing statistical accuracy or inference such as
constructing a confidence interval for the mean of yt at t ,
we need variance estimators of Yˆt or Yt based on imputed
data. Because of the complexity of th e imputation procedure, it is difficult to obtain explicit formulas for variance of
Yˆt or Yt. The bootstrap method (Efron 1979) is then
considered. A correct bootstrap can be obtained by repeating
the process of imputation in each of the bootstrap samples
(Shao and Sitter 1996 ). Let ̂ be the estimator under
consideration. A bootstrap procedure can be carried out as
follows.
1. Draw a bootstrap sample as a simple random sample
of the same size as S with replacement from the set
of sampled subjects.
2. For units in the bootstrap sample, their survey
weights, response indicators, and observed data from
the original data set are used to form a bootstrap data
set. Apply the p roposed imputation procedure to the
bootstrap data. Calculate the bootstrap analog ˆ  of
ˆ .
3. Independently repeat the previous steps B times to
obtain ˆ *1, ..., ˆ * B. The sample variance of ˆ *1, ...,
ˆ * B is the bootstrap variance estimator for ˆ .
In application, each ˆ *b can be calculated using the b th
bootstrap data ( y i ,  i , wi*b ), i  S , where wi*b = wi multiplied by the number of times unit i appears in the b th
bootstrap sample. Note that the same wi*b can be used for
all variables of interest, not just yi.

3. Empirical results
We study Yˆt or Yt in (9) based on the proposed
imputation methods at each time point t. We first consider
a simulation with a normal population for th e yt ’s. An
application to the SIRD data is presented next. To examine
the performance of t he proposed methods for th e SIRD, a
simulation with a population generated using the SIRD data
is presented in the end. We have implemented the proposed
imputation methods in R (R Development Core Team
2009). To fit the required nonparametric regressions, we use
the R function loess with default settings, which fits a local
polynomial surface in one or more regressor variables. The
required linear regressions are easily fit in R usi ng the
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X
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function lm. Our implementations of the proposed methods
include error checking; (such as ensuring that there are
sufficient points for regression fitting at each stage) which is
particularly important in bootstrap and simulation settings
where the imputation methods are replicated many times,
and each iteration cannot be examined manually. We
defaulted to an overall mean imputation in cases where there
were not enough data points to fit a regression.
3.1 Simulation results from a normal population
A simulation study was co nducted with normally
distributed y1,..., y n, n = 2,000, and T = 4. A single imputation class and simple random sampling with replacement
was considered. In the simulation, y i ’s were independently
generated from t he multivariate normal distribution with
mean vector (1.33, 1.94, 2.73, 3.67) and the covariance
matrix having the A R(1) structure with correlation coefficient 0.7 and unit variance; all data at t = 1 were observed; missing data at t = 2, 3, 4 were generated according to
P( t = 1 | y1,..., yt 1, 1,...,  t 1) =

 

1   0.6 1   j 1 y j  j1
where
 , ..., t 1

 j1

=

j  (1   j ) j
t 1

 [k  (1   k ) k ]

t 1

,

 ,...,t 1



j = 1, ..., t  1,

k =1

and  is the standard normal distribution function. The
unconditional probabilities of nonresponse patterns are
given in Table 2.
For comparison, we included a total of nine estimators of
the mean of yt : they are sample means based on (1) the
complete data (u sed as the gold standard); (2) respondents
with adjusted weights assuming the probability of response
is the same within each imputation class; (3) censoring and
linear regression imputation, which first discards all
observations of a subject afte r the first missing value to
create a da taset with “monotone nonresponse” and then
applies linear reg ression imputation as described in Paik
(1997); (4) the proposed kernel regression imputation; (5)
the proposed linear regression imputation; (6) the proposed
one-dimensional index kernel regression imputation using
the sliced inverse regression to obtain ˆ r ; (7) the kernel
regression imputation proposed in Xu et al. (2008) based on
the last-value-dependent PSI; (8) the linear regression
imputation based on a regression between respondents at
time t and observed and imputed values at tim e points
1, ..., t  1 (treating imputed as observed); (9) the linear
regression imputation based on a reg ression between respondents at time t and observed data from units with the
same missing pattern at time points 1, ..., t  1.
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X

Table 2
Probabilities of nonresponse patt erns in the simulation study
(Normal population)
Pattern
(1,0,0,0)
(1,1,0,0)
(1,1,1,0)

Probability
0.062

0.043 total = 0.181
0.076

Intermittent

(1,0,0,1)
(1,0,1,0)
(1,0,1,1)
(1,1,0,1)

Complete

(1,1,1,1)

0.113
0.071
total = 0.494
0.186 
0.124 
0.325

Monotone

Method (2) simply ignores nonrespondents and, hence, is
biased and inefficient. Under the PSI assumption (1)
methods (7) - (9) are also biased for t  3, because method
(7) requires the last-value-dependent assumption that is
stronger than (1), method (8) treats previously imputed
values as observed in regression, and method (9) requires
the following condition that is not true under (1):
E ( yt y1,..., yt 1, 1 = j1,...,  t 1 = jt 1,  t = 0)
= E ( yt | y1,..., yt 1, 1 = j1,...,  t 1 = jt 1,  t = 1)

where ( j1, ..., jt 1 ) is a fixed missing pattern. Finally, as we
discussed in Section 2.3, method (5) is also biased for t  3
since linear regression is not an exactly correct model.
However, methods (5), (8), and (9) may still perform well
when the biases are not substantial, because the use of a
simpler model and more data in regression for imputation
may compensate for the loss in biased imputation. Furthermore, any assumption on the PSI m ay hold only approximately and it is desired to empirically study various
methods in any particular application.
For the case of r = t  1, linear regression imputation is
applied as discussed in Section 2.1. Hence, methods (3) - (6),
(8) - (9) all give the same results when t = 2.
Table 3 reports (based on 1,000 simulation runs) the
relative bias and standard deviation (SD) of the mean
 boot , the bootstrap estimator of
estimator, the m ean of SD
SD based on 200 bootstrap replications, and the coverage
probability of the approximate 95% confidence interval (CI)
 boot . The
obtained using point estimator 1.96  SD
following is a summary of the results in Table 3.
1. The sample mean based on ignoring missing data is
clearly biased. Although in th e case of t = 4 its
relative bias is only 3.5%, it still leads to a very low
coverage probability of the confidence interval,
because the SD of the estimated mean is also very
small.
2. The bootstrap estimator of standard deviation performs well in all cases, even when the mean estimator
is biased.
3. Yt based on censoring and linear regression imputation has negligible bias so that the related
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confidence interval has a coverage probability close
to the nominal level 95%; but it has a large SD when
t = 3 or t = 4. The inefficiency of t his method is
obviously caused by discarding observed data from
nearly 50% of sampled subjects who have intermittent nonresponse. Its performance becomes worse
as t increases.
4. Yt based on the proposed kernel regression imputation has a relative bias between 0.0% and 0.5%, but
the bias is large enough to result in a poor coverage
performance of the related confidence interval at
t = 4.

5. Yt based on the proposed linear regression imputation has negligible bias as well as a variance smaller
than that of Yt based on kernel regression. The
related confidence interval has a coverage probability
close to the nominal level 95%.
6. Yt based on the p roposed one-dimensional index
kernel regression imputation is generally good but
slightly worse than that based on the linear regression
imputation.
7. Yt based on methods (7) - (9) has non-negligible bias
when t = 3 or t = 4, which resu lts in poo r performance of the related confidence interval.

Table 3
Simulation results for mean estimation (Normal population)
Method

Quantity

t=2

t =3

t =4

Complete data

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
0.0221
0.0223
94.9%

0%
0.0223
0.0223
94.4%

0%
0.0221
0.0224
95.4%

Respondents only

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

12.8%
0.0282
0.0285
0.0%

6.8%
0.0272
0.0267
0.0%

3.5%
0.0248
0.0252
0.2%

Censoring and linear regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.0%
0.0275
0.0276
95.1%

0.0%
0.0358
0.0354
94.6%

-0.1%
0.0418
0.0431
95.6%

Proposed kernel regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.0%
0.0275
0.0276
95.1%

0.4%
0.0288
0.0288
92.5%

0.5%
0.0283
0.0288
88.6%

Proposed linear regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.0%
0.0275
0.0276
95.1%

0.1%
0.0286
0.0287
93.8%

0.0%
0.0279
0.0293
95.7%

Proposed 1-dimensional index
kernel regression imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.0%
0.0275
0.0276
95.1%

0.4%
0.0288
0.0288
92.5%

0.4%
0.0279
0.0288
91.7%

Last-value-dependent kernel
regression imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.6%
0.0284
0.0288
93.7%

1.0%
0.0310
0.0295
84.2%

0.6%
0.0257
0.0263
86.2%

Linear regression imputation
treating previously imputed
values as observed

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.0%
0.0275
0.0276
95.1%

1.6%
0.0261
0.0260
59.7%

0.8%
0.0241
0.0246
76.0%

Linear regression imputation
based on currently and
previously observed data

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0.0%
0.0275
0.0276
95.1%

1.6%
0.0261
0.0261
59.0%

0.8%
0.0242
0.0246
76.1%
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Although the kernel regression is asymptotically valid, in
this simulation study the total number of subjects is 2,000
and, according to Table 2, the average numbers of data
points used in k ernel regression under patterns (t , r ) =
(4,1) and (4,2) are 238 and 152, respectively, which may
not be enough for kernel regression and lead to some small
biases in imputation. On the other hand, linear regression is
more stable and works well with a sample size such as 152.
Although linear regression imputation has a bias in theory,
the bias may be small when E ( yt y1, ..., yt 1 ) is linear.
3.2 Application to the SIRD
The SIRD is an annual survey of about 31,000 companies potentially involved in research and development. The
NSF sponsors this survey as part of a mandate requiring that
NSF collect, interpret, and analyze data on scientific and
engineering resources in the United States. The survey is
conducted jointly by the U.S. Census Bureau and NSF. The
surveyed companies are as ked to provide information
related to their total research and development (RD)
expenditure for the c alendar year of the survey. The SIRD
deterministically surveys some companies each year by
placing them in a certainty stratum, since they account for a
large percentage of the total RD dollar investment in the
U.S. The remaining companies that appear in the survey are
sampled each ye ar using a st ratified probability proportionate to size (PPS) sam pling design. Longitudinal m easurements are ava ilable on the core of companies that are
sampled with certainty and on other companies that happen
to be selected each year. For the purposes of illustrating our
imputation methods, we rest rict attention to only those
companies that were selected for the survey in each of the
years 2002 through 2005 (T = 4), and companies that
provided a respon se in 2002. For documentation on the
SIRD and detailed statistical tables, we refer to the
document titled Research and Development in Industry:
2005, available from http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsf10319.
Additional information on t he Business R&D and
Innovation Survey is available online at http://bhs.dev.econ.
census.gov/bhs/brdis/ and http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/
srvyindustry/about/brdis/.
We divide the data into two imputation classes. One class
consists of all companies contained in a certainty stratum for
each of the four years; the other consists of the rest of
companies. Within each imputation class, the data take the
form (y i ,  i ), i = 1, ..., n, where yit represents the total
RD expenditure for company i at time t = 1 (2002), 2
(2003), 3 (2004), 4 (2005). The sample size here is n =
2,309 for the certainty strata class and n = 1,039 for the
non-certainty strata class. Missingness is nonmonotone and
the missing percentages for the years 2003, 2004, and 2005
were 10.4%, 14.0%, and 18.8%, for the certainty strata
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X

class, and 15. 2%, 20.7%, and 26.0% for the non-certainty
strata class.
Table 4 shows the estimated totals and standard errors
obtained by using the methods (2) - (9) described in the
simulation study in Section 3.1. As discussed in the end of
Section 2.1, in each of the proposed imputation methods we
use linear regression when r  1 = t. The standard errors
shown in Table 4 were computed using the bootstrap
method. Table 4 also displays estimated totals obtained
when missing data are filled in by the values that were put in
place by the Census Bureau in order to produce the
officially published data tables (officially published data
tables are available from http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/
pubseri.cfm?seri_id=26). The method that was used by the
Census Bureau to handle missing data wh en producing
these published data tables (which we call the “cu rrent
method”) was ratio imputation for companies with prior
year data using imputation cells formed by industry type; we
refer to Bond (1994 ) for further details. Table 4 also
presents the estimated RD totals obtained from respondents
only with no weight adjustment which indicate that ignoring
the missing data leads to biased estimates. Methods (3) - (9)
give comparable results, which is likely due to the strong
linear dependence in the data so that theoretically biased
methods exhibit negligible bias. The estimated totals based
on the current method are comparable to those based on the
proposed methods for the certainty strata case, but are
different in the non-certainty strata case. The m ethod of
censoring and linear regression has similar SD t o the
proposed methods because the number of data points
discarded under censoring is not too large. In the certainty
strata imputation class only 10% of the sample has an
intermittent nonresponse pattern and the percentage of
complete cases is 72%. In the non-certainty class, only 9%
of the sample has an intermittent nonresponse pattern and
the percentage of complete cases is 66%.
3.3 Simulation results based on the SIRD population
An additional simulation study was conducted using a
population constructed from the SIRD data. The simulation
was run independently for th e certainty strata and noncertainty strata imputation classes. To construct the population, we begin with the SIRD data with missing values
imputed using the current imputation method for the SIRD.
Let  i be the observed response indicator vector for
company i and y i be the vector of either the observed or
imputed values o f total RD expenditures for company i
over time, i = 1, ..., n. For the simulation, we sample from
a population based on {(y i,  i ), i = 1, ..., n} as follows. We
first draw a sample of size n with replacement from
y 1, ..., y n, then we add independent normal random noise,
with mean 0 and standard deviation 500, to each component
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of each of t he sampled vectors. Any resulting negative
values are set to zero. We denote these simulated RD totals
by y 1*, ..., y *n , where n is the same as that in Section 3.2.
We denote the simulated response indicators by 1*, ...,  *n.
For all i and each t = 2, 3, 4,  *it ’s were binary random
variables with

P(*it = 1 | yi*1, ..., yi*, t 1 )
=

exp((0t )  1(t ) yi*,1    t(t)1 yi*, t 1 )
1  exp((0t )  1(t ) yi*,1    t(t)1 yi*, t 1 )

.

The coefficients  (0t ), 1( t ), ...,  t( t)1 are fixed throughout the
simulation and they were obtained as the estim ated coefficients from an initial fit of a log istic regression of  it on
( y i1, ..., y i , t 1 ) for i = 1, ..., n.
Table 5 reports the simulation results for total estimators
based on 1,000 runs and methods (1) - (9) described in
Section 3.1, where the quantities appearing in the table are
defined in Section 3.1. To compute the relative bias we
obtain the true value of the total through a preliminary run
of the simulation model. Several of the conclusions from the
normal population simulation of Section 3.1 carry over to
this setting. The following is a summary of some additional
findings.

1. In contrast to the no rmal population simulation
setting, the estimated total based on censoring and
linear regression has SD that is comparable with the
proposed imputation methods. This is because the
number of data points discarded under censoring is
small in this case. The probabilities of an intermittent
response pattern are 17% and 19% for the certainty
and non-certainty strata classes, respectively. In the
normal population simulation these probabilities were
nearly 50% as shown in Table 2.
2. All of t he proposed imputation methods give relatively similar performance. As noted prev iously,
linear regression imputation is generally biased in
theory. However, the bias is s mall because of the
strong linear dependence in data.
3. Method (7) does not have a go od performance at
t  3 for t he non-certainty strata case, because the
last-value-dependent PSI assumption does not hold.
4. Methods (8) and (9) perform well, again due to the
strong linear d ependence in data. Although these
methods use more observed data in reg ression
imputation, they are comparable with the pr oposed
linear regression method.

Table 4
RD total estimates (in thousands) from SIRD data based on years 2002 to 2005.
Bootstrap standard error (in thousands) in parentheses1
Method

Certainty strata
t=2
t=3
t =4
154,066 156,754 168,015
-

Non-certainty strata
t=2
t=3
t =4
2,694
2,790 2,782
-

Respondents only with no weight adjustment

149,502 148,300 159,822
(15,907) (16,160) (17,149)

2,448
(172)

2,553
(193)

2,419
(207)

Respondents only with adjusted weights

166,924 172,419 196,815
(17,728) (18,720) (21,045)

2,887
(199)

3,219
(237)

3,269
(273)

Censoring and linear regression imputation

154,824 159,206 172,631
(15,888) (16,394) (17,470)

2,843
(189)

3,079
(208)

3,257
(246)

Proposed kernel regression imputation

154,824 159,394 171,633
(15,888) (16,414) (17,603)

2,843
(189)

2,997
(199)

3,161
(290)

Proposed linear regression imputation

154,824 159,198 172,042
(15,888) (16,383) (17,247)

2,843
(189)

3,043
(203)

3,302
(250)

Proposed 1-dimensional index kernel regression imputation

154,824 159,394 171,494
(15,888) (16,414) (17,268)

2,843
(189)

2,997
(199)

3,254
(248)

Last-value-dependent kernel regression imputation

154,688 158,768 170,606
(15,900) (16,286) (17,234)

2,831
(188)

2,983
(197)

3,177
(240)

Linear regression imputation treating previously imputed
values as observed

154,824 159,401 172,600
(15,888) (16,390) (17,306)

2,843
(189)

3,098
(208)

3,257
(236)

Linear regression imputation based on currently and
previously observed data

154,824 160,205 172,452
(15,888) (16,534) (17,209)

2,843
(189)

3,168
(233)

3,273
(254)

Current imputation

1

Disclaimer: The values in Table 4 do not necessarily represent national estimates because we have made some restrictions on the data to fit our
framework.
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Table 5
Simulation results for total estimation (in thousands) SIRD based population
Method

Quantity
Certainty Strata
=
t 2
t =3
t =4
relative bias
0%
0.1%
0.1%
SD
15,541
16,045
16,947
 boot
SD
15,654
15,994
16,941
CI coverage
94.0%
94.0%
94.3%

Complete data

Non-Certainty Strata
t =2
t =3
t =4
0.2%
0.0%
0.4%
184
203
224
186
201
218
94.3%
93.7%
93.9%

Respondents only with
adjusted weights

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

5%
16,870
16,917
94.8%

6.3%
17,858
17,915
94.8%

11.6%
20,032
20,048
87.3%

-1.1%
191
192
93.2%

1.1%
220
219
94.5%

-2.7%
244
234
89.8%

Censoring and linear
regression imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,582
15,654
93.8%

0.4%
16,272
16,145
93.5%

0.5%
17,247
17,195
94.2%

0.4%
191
194
94.8%

0.1%
214
214
94.0%

-0.4%
238
236
93.7%

Proposed kernel regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,582
15,654
93.8%

0.2%
16,130
16,072
93.5%

-0.1%
17,098
17,231
94.2%

0.4%
191
194
94.8%

-0.3%
205
204
93.4%

-0.3%
246
262
93.7%

Proposed linear regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,582
15,654
93.8%

0.2%
16,130
16,072
93.5%

0.0%
16,955
16,964
94.2%

0.4%
191
194
94.8%

0.0%
206
206
94.0%

-0.5%
229
224
93.7%

Proposed 1-dimensional
index kernel regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,582
15,654
93.8%

0.2%
16,130
16,072
93.5%

-0.1%
16,957
16,965
94.3%

0.4%
191
194
94.8%

-0.3%
205
204
93.4%

-0.9%
227
220
93.1%

Last-value-dependent
kernel regression
imputation

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,565
15,635
93.8%

0.1%
16,019
16,003
93.7%

-0.3%
16,990
16,983
94.0%

0.0%
184
187
93.9%

-0.7%
204
202
92.7%

-0.7%
242
230
91.1%

Linear regression
imputation treating
previously imputed values
as observed

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,582
15,654
93.8%

0.2%
16,120
16,065
93.6%

0.0%
16,952
16,954
94.3%

0.4%
191
194
94.8%

0.6%
210
210
93.8%

-0.6%
231
225
92.8%

Linear regression
imputation based on
currently and previously
observed data

relative bias
SD
 boot
SD
CI coverage

0%
15,582
15,654
93.8%

0.2%
16,117
16,062
93.5%

0.0%
16,945
16,954
94.3%

0.4%
191
194
94.8%

0.6%
213
211
93.6%

-0.6%
241
254
93.7%

4. Concluding remarks
We consider a longitudinal study variable h aving nonmonotone nonresponse. Under the assumption that the PSI
depends on past observed or unobserved values of the study
variable, we propose several imputation methods that lead to
unbiased or nearly unbiased estimators of the total or mean
of the study variable at a given time point. Our methods do
Statistics Canada, Catalogue No. 12-001-X

not require any parametric model on the joint distribution of
the variables across time points or the PSI. They are based
on regression models under different nonresponse patterns
derived from the past-data-dependent PSI. Three regression
methods are adopted, linear regression, kernel regression,
and one-dimensional index kernel regression. Th e
imputation method based on the kernel type regression is
asymptotically valid, but it requires a large number of
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observations in each nonresponse pattern. The imputation
method based on linear regression is asymptotically biased
when the linear relationship does not hold, but it is more
stable and, therefore, it may still out-perform methods based
on kernel regression.
The method of censo ring, which discards all observed
data from a subject after its first missing value, may work
well when the number of data discarded is small; otherwise
it may be very inefficient especially when T is large. For
the SIRD data analysis in Sections 3.2 - 3.3, censoring is
comparable with the proposed linear regression imputation
method. However, the results are based on four years of data
only and censoring may lead to inefficient estimators when
more years of data are considered. In applications, it may be
a good idea to compare estimators based on censoring with
those based on the proposed methods.
Estimators based on the linear regression imputation
methods (8) and (9) described in Section 3.1 are asymptotically biased in general. Although they perform well in the
simulation study based on th e SIRD population, they have
poor performance under the simulation setting in Section
3.1, while the proposed linear regression imputation performs well.
The results in Section 2 can be extended to the situation
where each sample unit has an observed covariate xt at
time t without missing values. Assumption (1) may be
modified to include covariates:
P( t = 1 | y, X, 1, ..., t 1,  t 1, ..., T )
= P ( t = 1 | y1, ..., yt 1, X, 1, ...,  t 1 ), t = 2,..., T ,

where X = (x1, ..., xT ). Missing components of y i can be
imputed using on e of the procedures in Sections 2.1 - 2.3
with ( yi1, ..., yir ) replaced by ( yi1, ..., yir , Xi ). After all
missing values are imputed, we can also estimate the
relationship between y and X using some popular approaches such as the generalized estimation equation approach. Some details can be found in Xu (2007).
It is implicitly assumed throughout the paper that the yvalues are continuous variables with no restriction. When yvalues have a particular order or are i nteger valued, the
proposed regression imputation methods are clearly not
suitable. New methods for these situations have to be
developed.
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Appendix
Proof of (2) - (3). Let L() denote the distribution of 
and L( |  ) denote the conditional distribution of  given
. Let y t = ( y1, ..., yt ) and  t = (1, ..., t ) . Then, both
(2) and (3) follow from L ( yt | y t 1,  t ) = L ( yt | y t 1,
 t 1 ) = L (y t ,  t 1 ) / L (y t 1,  t 1 ) = [ L (t 1 | y t ,  t  2 ) /
L (t 1 | y t 1,  t  2 )] L ( yt | y t 1,  t  2 ) = L ( yt | y t 1,  t  2 ) =
L ( yt | y t 1,  t  3 ) =  = L ( yt | y t 1 ), where the first and
third equalities follow from assumption (1).
Proof of (5). Using the same notation as in the proof of
(2) and letting  r = 1 be t he indicator of 1 =  =
 r = 1, we have L ( yt | y r ,  r = 1,  r 1 = 0, t = 0) =
[ L ( r 1 = 0 yt , y r ,  r = 1, t = 0) / L ( r 1 = 0 | y r ,  r =
1, t = 0)] L ( yt | y r ,  r = 1, t = 0), which is e qual to
L( yt | y r ,  r = 1, t = 0) by (1). Similarly, we can show
that L ( yt | y r ,  r = 1,  r 1 = 1, t = 0) = L ( yt | y r ,  r =
1, t = 0). Hence, L ( yt | y r ,  r = 1,  r 1 = 0, t = 0) =
L ( yt | y r ,  r = 1, r 1 = 1, t = 0) and result (5) follows.
An example in which (4) does not hold. To show that (4)
does not hold in general, we only need to give a co unterexample. Consider T = 3. Let ( y1, y2, y3 ) be jointly
normal with E ( yt ) = 0, var ( yt ) = 1, t = 1, 2, 3, cov ( y1,
y2 ) = cov ( y1, y3 ) = , and cov ( y 2 , y3 ) =  2 , where  
0 is a parameter. Suppose that y1 is always observed and
P (t = 0 | yt 1 ) =  (at 1  bt 1 yt 1 ), t = 2, 3, where at
and bt are parameters,  is the cumulative distribution
function of the standard normal distribution. Then, E ( y3 |
y2 , y1 ) =  y2, E ( y2 | y1 ) =  y1, and E ( y3 | y1 ) =  2 y1.
Note that
E ( y3 | y1,  3 = 0,  2 = 1 = 1) = E ( y3 | y1,  3 = 0,  2 = 1)
= E ( y3 | y1,  3 = 0)
=

 y3 L ( y3 | y1, 3 = 0) d y3

=

 y3  L ( y3 | y1, y2, 3 = 0) L ( y2 | y1, 3 = 0) d y2 d y3

=

 y3 L ( y3 | y1, y2 ) L ( y2 | y1, 3 = 0) d y2 d y3

=

   y3 L ( y3 | y2 ) d y3  L ( y2 | y1, 3 = 0) d y2

=  y2 L ( y2 | y1,  3 = 0) d y2
=

=

 y2 P ( 3 = 0 | y2 ) L ( y2 | y1 ) d y2

 P (3 = 0 | y2 ) L ( y2 | y1 ) d y2

 y2  (a2  b2 y2 ) L ( y2 | y1 ) d y2

  (a2  b2 y2 ) L ( y2 | y1 ) d y2

,
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where the first equality holds because y1 is always observed, the second equality holds because under (1),  2 and
y3 are independent given y1. The denominator of the
previous expression is equal to
 a2  b2  y1 
h ( y1 ) =  
.
 1  b 2 (1   2 ) 
2



where the second equality follows from assumption (1) and
the fact that there is a one-to-one function between
( z r , u t, r ) and ( y1, ..., yt 1 ), and the third equality follows
from assumption (7). Similarly, L ( r 1 = 1| zr ,  r = 1, t =
0) = L ( r 1 = 1| z r ,  r = 1) and, hence, L ( r 1 = 1| yt ,
z r ,  r = 1, t = 0) = L ( r 1 = 1| zr ,  r = 1, t = 0). Then,
L ( yt | z r ,  r 1 = 1,  t = 0)

Using integration by parts, we obtain that
g ( y1 ) =  ( y2   y1 )  ( a2  b2 y 2 ) L ( y2 | y1 ) d y2
= b2 (1   )  ( a2  b2 y 2 ) L ( y 2 | y1 ) d y2
2

=

 (a 2  b2 y 2 ) 2 ( y 2   y1 ) 2 

exp
d y2
 
2
2(1   2 ) 
2 1   2


=

 ( a2  b2 y1 ) 2 
b2 (1   2 )
exp

.

2
2 
2 [1  b22 (1   2 )]
 2[1  b2 (1   )] 

b22 (1   2 )

Thus,

=

L( yt , z r ,  r 1 = 1,  t = 0)
L ( z r ,  r 1 = 1,  t = 0)

=

L ( r 1= 1| yt , z r ,  r = 1,  t = 0) L ( yt , z r ,  r = 1,  t = 0)
L ( r 1= 1| z r ,  r = 1,  t = 0) L ( z r ,  r = 1,  t = 0)

= L ( yt | z r ,  r = 1,  t = 0).

Similarly, L ( yt | z r ,  r = 1,  r 1= 0, t = 0) = L ( yt | z r ,  r =
1, t = 0). Hence, L ( yt | z r ,  r = 1,  r 1 = 0, t = 0) =
L ( yt | zr ,  r 1 = 1, t = 0) and result (8) follows.
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